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Hang
Designed by David Walley
Manufacturer Yellow Diva
Hang is a flexible landscape of delineating storage systems to suit open plan environments.
Arranged singly or grouped in various configurations, each element is freestanding and takes the
form of a continuous line of tubular steel terminating at a floor weight.
Optional accessories: single box, double box, shallow drawer, deep drawer, shelf,
additional hooks, quilted seat pad, felt planter, freestanding umbrella stand.

Range

Hang basic 1
L1440 D600 H1520
Includes frame; double box;
coat hanger; mini shelf;
floor weight.

Hang basic 2
L1550 D725 H1520
Includes frame; single box;
coat hanger; mini shelf;
umbrella stand; 2 floor
weights.

Hang Valet
W450 D340 H1620
Includes frame; coat hanger;
mini shelf; 1 floor weight.

Hang 5 basic 1
L1330 D440 H1480
Includes frame; single box;
shelf; hook; floor weight.

Hang 5 basic 2
L1330 D440 H1480
Includes frame; 2 single
boxes; floor weight.

Hang 5 basic 3
L1330 D440 H1330
Includes frame, single box;
2 hooks; floor weight.

note: high box cannot be
specified with drawers.

Hang 10 basic 1
L1970 D1250 H1780
Includes frame; single box;
3 hooks; umbrella stand;
mirror; floor weight.

note: high box cannot be
specified with drawers.

Hang Loose
W545 H1560 D560
Includes seat and hanger
assembly; quilted seat and
back pad; 3m rope length.
N.B. Correct rigging is the
responibilty of the user.
A qualified technician is
recommended.

Optional drawer configurations

Up to four shallow drawers

Up to two deep drawers

A combination of shallow
and deep drawers
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Finishes
Timber : natural birch with e-zero satin lacquer or film faced ply
Steel : Dulux Duralloy or Alphatec range powder coat colours
Fabric : Kvadrat Divina MD 100% wool (8 colours)
Natural Leather
Lead time
6 weeks

Materials
Birch plywood. American Ash. Mild steel. Cast iron. Leather.
Warranty
3 years structural

